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Super Minds American English is a seven-level course for
young learners. Written by a highly experienced author team,
Super Minds enhances your students' thinking skills,
improving their memory along with their language skills. For
ease of use, this Level 5 Teacher's Book includes detailed
lesson aims, clear instructions, and a vast array of extra
activities. Class Audio CDs, including audio from the
Student's Book and Workbook, are sold separately.
An exciting, seven-level course that enhances young
learners' thinking skills, sharpening their memory while
improving their language skills. The Super Grammar Book
Level 5 boosts children's language skills with illustrated
presentations of all the grammar in the Student's Books
followed by extra practice activities. The reading and writing
pages at the end of each unit put all the new grammar in
context. Super Grammar is ideal for use in class and at home.
Find the Super Grammar Teacher's guide, Parent's guide and
answer key online at cambridge.org/superminds
"... a curriculum geared toward helping students gain skills in
consciously regulating their actions, which in turn leads to
increased control and problem solving abilities. Using a
cognitive behavior approach, the curriculum's learning
activities are designed to help students recognize when they
are in different states called "zones," with each of four zones
represented by a different color. In the activities, students
also learn how to use strategies or tools to stay in a zone or
move from one to another. Students explore calming
techniques, cognitive strategies, and sensory supports so
they will have a toolbox of methods to use to move between
zones. To deepen students' understanding of how to selfPage 1/14
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regulate, the lessons set out to teach students these skills:
how to read others' facial expressions and recognize a
broader range of emotions, perspective about how others see
and react to their behavior, insight into events that trigger
their less regulated states, and when and how to use tools
and problem solving skills. The curriculum's learning activities
are presented in 18 lessons. To reinforce the concepts being
taught, each lesson includes probing questions to discuss
and instructions for one or more learning activities. Many
lessons offer extension activities and ways to adapt the
activity for individual student needs. The curriculum also
includes worksheets, other handouts, and visuals to display
and share. These can be photocopied from this book or
printed from the accompanying CD."--Publisher's website.
"Election day is right around the corner, and guess who's
running for class president? A.J. and Andrea! Mayor Hubble
is going to teach the kids all the ins and outs of politics, and
every vote counts. Who's going to win? Who's going to lose?
And who's going to kiss a baby? Ew, gross!" -- Cover.
Super Minds is a seven-level course for young learners.
Super Minds, from a highly experienced author team,
enhances your students' thinking skills, improving their
memory along with their language skills. This Level 1
Workbook includes exercises to develop creativity, crosscurricular thinking with fascinating 'English for school'
sections and lively stories that explore social values. For each
Student's Book page, this Workbook features a page of
activities. Includes full-colour picture dictionary!
An exciting, seven-level course that enhances young
learners' thinking skills, sharpening their memory while
improving their language skills. The Super Grammar Practice
Book Level 1 boosts children's language skills with illustrated
presentations of all the grammar in the Student's Books
followed by extra practice activities. The reading and writing
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pages at the end of each unit put all the new grammar in
context. Super Grammar is ideal for use in class and at home.
Find the Super Grammar Teacher's guide, Parent's guide and
answer key online at cambridge.org/superminds
Super Minds is a seven-level course for young learners. This
exciting seven-level course enhances your students' thinking
skills, improving their memory along with their language skills.
Super Minds develops language with creative activities
including role play and project work, explores social values
with lively stories and encourages cross-curricular thinking
with fascinating 'English for school' sections. For ease of use,
this Level 4 Teacher's Book is interleaved with pages from
the Student's Book. It includes detailed lesson aims, clear
instructions and a vast array of extra activities.
Super Minds American English is a seven-level course for
young learners. This exciting seven-level course enhances
your students' thinking skills, sharpening their memory and
improving their concentration along with their language skills.
Super Minds develops creativity with art activities and craft
activities, explores social values with lively stories, and
encourages cross-curricular thinking with fascinating 'English
for school' sections. This Level 4 Teacher's Resource Book
contains end-of-unit evaluation tests, worksheets for further
vocabulary and grammar practice, along with cross-curricular
extension material. The Audio CD includes all the listening
material needed to accompany the tests.
Super Minds American English is a seven-level course for
young learners. This exciting seven-level course enhances
your students' thinking skills, improving their memory along
with their language skills. Super Minds develops language
creatively with activities including role play and project work.
Social values are explored with lively stories and crosscurricular thinking is covered through fascinating 'English for
school' sections. This Level 5 Teacher's Resource Book
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contains end-of-unit evaluation tests, worksheets for further
vocabulary and grammar practice, along with cross-curricular
extension material. The Audio CD includes all the listening
material needed to accompany the tests.
An exciting, seven-level course that enhances young
learners' thinking skills, sharpening their memory while
improving their language skills. Super Minds helps young
learners achieve their full potential by exploring social values
and methodically enhancing learners' thinking skills and
creativity. Presentation Plus Starter is an all-in-one resource
hub to help you plan and deliver lively, engaging lessons.
With a user-friendly interface it combines fully interactive
Student's and Activity Books, interactive whiteboard tools, the
complete multimedia library, teacher's resources, including an
online teacher training course on using digital tools in the
classroom, and access to extra activities in the Cambridge
Primary Platform (LMS). Available for Android and Apple
tablets and as a DVD-ROM for Windows and Mac devices.
Super Minds American English is a seven-level course for
young learners.
Super Minds, from a highly experienced author team,
enhances your students' thinking skills, improving their
memory along with their language skills. This Level 4
Student's Book includes activities to develop creativity, crosscurriculum thinking with fascinating 'English for school'
sections and lively stories that explore social values. The
fabulous DVD-ROM features animated stories, interactive
games and activities including videokes, songs with karaoke
versions, and fun activities focusing on each unit's vocabulary
and grammar.
Super Minds is a seven-level course for young learners.
Super Minds, from a highly experienced author team,
enhances your students' thinking skills, improving their
memory along with their language skills. This Level 1
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Workbook includes exercises to develop creativity, crosscurricular thinking with fascinating 'English for school'
sections and lively stories that explore social values. For each
Student's Book page, this Workbook features a page of
activities. Students also have access to an online platform
with games and supplementary grammar, vocabulary and
reading activities. All the students' online work can be tracked
and reviewed by the teacher. Includes full-colour picture
dictionary!
Super Minds American English is a seven-level course for
young learners. This exciting seven-level course enhances
your students' thinking skills, improving their memory along
with their language skills. Super Minds develops creativity
with visualization exercises, art activities and craft activities,
explores social values with lively stories, and encourages
cross-curricular thinking with fascinating 'English for school'
sections. For ease of use, this Starter Teacher's Book is
interleaved with pages from the Student's Book. It includes
detailed lesson aims, clear instructions, and a vast array of
extra activities.
An exciting, seven-level course that enhances young
learners' thinking skills, sharpening their memory while
improving their language skills. The Super Grammar Book
Level 3 boosts children's language skills with illustrated
presentations of all the grammar in the Student's Books
followed by extra practice activities. The reading and writing
pages at the end of each unit put all the new grammar in
context. Super Grammar is ideal for use in class and at home.
Find the Super Grammar Teacher's guide, Parent's guide and
answer key online at cambridge.org/superminds
Super Minds is a seven-level course for young learners. This
exciting seven-level course enhances your students' thinking
skills, improving their memory along with their language skills.
Super Minds develops creativity with visualisation exercises
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and art and craft activities, explores social values with lively
stories and encourages cross-curricular thinking with
fascinating 'English for school' sections. For ease of use, this
Level 1 Teacher's Book is interleaved with pages from the
Student's Book. It includes detailed lesson aims, clear
instructions and a vast array of extra activities.

Super Minds is a seven-level course for young
learners. This exciting seven-level course enhances
your students' thinking skills, sharpening their
memory and improving their concentration along with
their language skills. Super Minds develops creativity
with visualisation exercises and art and craft
activities, explores social values with lively stories
and encourages cross-curricular thinking with
fascinating 'English for school' sections. This Level 2
Teacher's Resource Book contains end-of-unit
evaluation tests, worksheets for further vocabulary
and grammar practice along with cross-curricular
extension material. The Audio CD includes all the
listening material needed to accompany the tests.
Super Minds is a seven-level course for young
learners. This exciting seven-level course enhances
your students' thinking skills, sharpening their
memory and improving their concentration along with
their language skills. Super Minds develops
language with creative activities including role play
and project work, explores social values with lively
stories and encourages cross-curricular thinking with
fascinating 'English for school' sections. For ease of
use, this Level 3 Teacher's
Book is interleaved with
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pages from the Student's Book. It includes detailed
lesson aims, clear instructions and a vast array of
extra activities.
An exciting, seven-level course that enhances young
learners' thinking skills, sharpening their memory
while improving their language skills. The Super
Grammar Book Level 6 boosts children's language
skills with illustrated presentations of all the grammar
in the Student's Books followed by extra practice
activities. The reading and writing pages at the end
of each unit put all the new grammar in context.
Super Grammar is ideal for use in class and at
home. Find the Super Grammar Teacher's guide,
Parent's guide and answer key online at
cambridge.org/superminds
Super Minds is a seven-level course for young
learners. This exciting seven-level course enhances
your students' thinking skills, sharpening their
memory and improving their concentration along with
their language skills. Super Minds develops creativity
with visualisation exercises and art and craft
activities, explores social values with lively stories
and encourage cross-curricular thinking with
fascinating 'English for school' sections. This Level 1
Teacher's Resource Book contains end-of-unit
evaluation tests, worksheets for further vocabulary
and grammar practice along with cross-curricular
extension material. The Audio CD includes all the
listening material needed to accompany the tests.
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Super Minds is a seven-level course for young
learners. This exciting seven-level course enhances
your students' thinking skills, improving their memory
along with their language skills. This Level 2
Workbook includes exercises to develop creativity,
cross-curricular thinking with fascinating 'English for
school' sections and lively stories that explore social
values. For each Student's Book page, this
Workbook features a page of activities. Includes fullcolour picture dictionary!
Super Minds American English is a seven-level
course for young learners. Written by a highly
experienced author team, Super Minds enhances
your students' thinking skills, improving their memory
along with their language skills. For ease of use, this
Level 6 Teacher's Book includes detailed lesson
aims, clear instructions, and a vast array of extra
activities. Class Audio CDs, including audio from the
Student's Book and Workbook, are sold separately.
Super Minds is a seven-level course for young
learners. This exciting seven-level course enhances
your students' thinking skills, sharpening their
memory and improving their concentration along with
their language skills. Super Minds develops creativity
with visualisation exercises and art and craft
activities, explores social values with lively stories
and encourages cross-curricular thinking with
fascinating 'English for school' sections. This Starter
Teacher's Resource Book contains worksheets for
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further vocabulary and grammar practice along with
cross-curricular extension material.
Super Minds American English is a seven-level
course for young learners. This exciting seven-level
course enhances your students' thinking skills,
sharpening their memory and improving their
concentration along with their language skills. Super
Minds develops creativity with visualization
exercises, art activities and craft activities, explores
social values with lively stories, and encourages
cross-curricular thinking with fascinating 'English for
school' sections. This Starter Teacher's Resource
Book contains worksheets for further vocabulary and
grammar practice. along with cross-curricular
extension material.
Super Minds is a seven-level course for young
learners. This exciting seven-level course enhances
your students' thinking skills, improving their memory
along with their language skills. Super Minds
develops creativity with visualisation exercises and
art and craft activities, explores social values with
lively stories and encourages cross-curricular
thinking with fascinating 'English for school' sections.
For ease of use, this Starter Teacher's Book is
interleaved with pages from the Student's Book. It
includes detailed lesson aims, clear instructions and
a vast array of extra activities.
Provides activities like role playing and project work
to develop language and explores social values
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through stories, in a text that includes a DVD with
documentaries and interactive games and activities.
Super Minds is a seven-level course for young
learners. Super Minds, from a highly experienced
author team, enhances your students' thinking skills,
improving their memory along with their language
skills. This Level 3 Student's Book includes activities
to develop language creatively, cross-curriculum
thinking with fascinating 'English for school' sections
and lively stories that explore social values. The
fabulous DVD-ROM features animated stories,
interactive games and activities including videokes,
songs with karaoke versions, and fun activities
focusing on each unit's vocabulary and grammar.
Super Minds is a seven-level course for young
learners. Written by a highly experienced author
team, Super Minds enhances your students' thinking
skills, improving their memory along with their
language skills. This Level 6 Workbook includes
activities to develop language creatively, fascinating
cross-curricular sections and lively stories that
explore social values. For each Student's Book
page, this Workbook features a page of activities.
Class Audio CDs, including audio from the Student's
Book and Workbook, is sold separately.
Super Minds Starter Teacher's BookCambridge
University Press
Super Minds is a seven-level course for young
learners. Super Minds enhances your students'
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thinking skills, improving their memory along with
their language skills. This Level 3 Workbook includes
exercises to develop language creatively, crosscurricular thinking with fascinating 'English for
school' sections and lively stories that explore social
values. For each Student's Book page, this
Workbook features a page of activities. Students
also have access to an online platform with games
and supplementary grammar, vocabulary and
reading activities. All the students' online work can
be tracked and reviewed by the teacher.
Written by a highly experienced author team, Super
Minds enhances your students' thinking skills,
improving their memory along with their language
skills. This Level 5 Student's Book includes activities
to develop language creatively, functional language
practice through communicative exercises and
stories and cross-curriculum sections that explore
social values. The fabulous DVD-ROM features
documentaries, interactive games, lively songs with
karaoke versions and fun videokes that allow
students to record themselves and play different
roles. Class Audio CDs, including audio from the
Student's Book and Workbook, are sold separately.
Super Minds is a seven-level course for young
learners. This exciting seven-level course enhances
your students' thinking skills, sharpening their
memory and improving their concentration along with
their language skills. Super Minds develops
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language with creative activities including role play
and project work, explores social values with lively
stories and encourages cross-curricular thinking with
fascinating 'English for school' sections. This Level 3
Teacher's Resource Book contains end-of-unit
evaluation tests, worksheets for further vocabulary
and grammar practice along with cross-curricular
extension material. The Audio CD includes all the
listening material needed to accompany the tests.
Super Minds American English is a seven-level course
for young learners. This exciting seven-level course
enhances your students' thinking skills, improving their
memory along with their language skills. The Starter
Workbook includes exercises to develop creativity,
encourages cross-curricular thinking with fascinating
'English for school' sections, and lively stories that
explore social values. For each Student's Book page,
this Workbook features a page of activities. Includes
colorful cut-out mini picture cards!
Super Minds American English is a seven-level course
for young learners. This exciting seven-level course
enhances your students' thinking skills, improving their
memory along with their language skills. This Level 2
Workbook includes exercises to develop creativity, crosscurricular thinking with fascinating 'English for school'
sections and lively stories that explore social values. For
each Student's Book page, this Workbook features a
page of activities. Students also have access to an
online platform with games and supplementary grammar,
vocabulary and reading activities. All the students' online
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work can be tracked and reviewed by the teacher.
Includes full-color picture dictionary!
Super Minds is a seven-level course for young learners.
Super Minds enhances your students' thinking skills,
improving their memory along with their language skills.
This Level 3 Workbook includes exercises to develop
language creatively, cross-curricular thinking with
fascinating 'English for school' sections and lively stories
that explore social values. For each Student's Book
page, this Workbook features a page of activities.
Super Minds is a seven-level course for young learners.
This exciting seven-level course enhances your students'
thinking skills, sharpening their memory and improving
their concentration along with their language skills. Super
Minds develops creativity with visualisation exercises
and art and craft activities, explores social values with
lively stories and encourages cross-curricular thinking
with fascinating 'English for school' sections. For ease of
use, this Level 2 Teacher's Book is interleaved with
pages from the Student's Book. It includes detailed
lesson aims, clear instructions and a vast array of extra
activities.
Super Minds is a seven-level course for young learners.
This exciting seven-level course, from a highly
experienced author team, enhances your students'
thinking skills, improving their memory along with their
language skills. This Starter Student's Book includes
visualisation exercises to develop creativity, crosscurricular thinking with fascinating 'English for school'
sections and lively stories that explore social values. The
fabulous DVD-ROM features animated stories,
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interactive games and activities including videokes, lively
songs with karaoke versions, and fun activities focusing
on each unit's vocabulary and grammar.
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